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Country Profile
                           Country Profile         
Land area
Indicated the total land area, the area covered by water bodies and total country area: 
Year
Total land area (km2) 
Water bodies 
(km2)
Total country area
(km2)
Comments
Demographics 
Estimates of the urban, rural and total population living in your country: 
Year
Urban (thousands)
Rural (thousands)
Total  (thousands)
Comments
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality 
SO1-1          Trends in land cover         
Land cover
Quantitative data
National level estimates of the distribution of the main land cover classes (in kilometres squared (km2)).
Default data are derived from the 
and they can be amended as appropriate.
Land cover (km2)
Year
Tree-covered areas 
 Grassland 
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
 Other Land
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Net area change 
Land cover area change matrix (in squared kilometers).
Initial class
Final class
Tree-covered areas 
Grassland
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
Other land
Tree-covered areas
Grassland 
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
Other land
Please answer the following question if you have edited or replaced the default data using other data sources:
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
Qualitative assessment
Interpretation of the indicator
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive land cover changes as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers:
  Land conversion
Net area
Driver(s)
Description
From
To
change 
(Km2)
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
of changes 
Comments
Hotspots/brightspots
Indicate where in your country the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to land cover are located:
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Area (Km2)
Comments
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land 
degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1-2          Trends in land productivity or functioning of the land         
Land productivity dynamics
Quantitative data
National level estimates of land productivity dynamics within each land cover type: area covered by each class of land productivity dynamics (in km2).
 
 
Default data are derived from the
and they can be amended as appropiate
Net land productivity dynamics      
(km2)
Land cover class
Declining
Moderate decline
Stressed
Stable
Increasing
No data
Tree-covered areas
Grassland
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
Other land
Estimates of land productivity dynamics for areas where a land conversion to a new land cover type has taken place (in km2)
 
Land conversion         Net area change         
Net area change
Net land productivity dynamics 
(km2)
From
To
km2
Declining
Moderate decline
Stressed
Stable
Increasing
Please answer the following questions if you have edited or replaced the default data using other data sources: 
Other metrics
If your country uses a different metric to assess land productivity (e.g. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Enhanced vegetation Index (EVI)), specify which metric your country uses and provide the  data here.
Sources of information
Provide the source of data
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land 
degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
Qualitative assessment
Interpretation ofthe indicator
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in land productivity as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers:
Land cover class / Land conversion	
Area (km2)
Land productivity dynamics	
Direct (choose one or more items)
Indirect (choose one or more items)
Comments
Hotspots/Brightspots
Indicate where in your country the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to land productivity are located.
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Area(km2)
Comments
Complementary         information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary document	
into the space provided on the PRAIS portal 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1-3          Trends in carbon stocks above and below ground
Soil organic carbon stocks
Quantitative data
National level estimates of the soil organic carbon (SOC) stock in topsoil (0-30 cm) within each land cover type (in tonnes per hectare). 
Default data are derived from the
and they can be amended as appropriate.
Soil organic carbon stock in topsoil (t/ha)
Year
Tree-covered areas 
 Grassland 
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
 Other Land
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Estimates of change of organic carbon stock in soil due to land conversion to a new land cover type
Land conversion
Net area change
Soil organic carbon (SOC) stock change      
From
To
km2
Initial SOC stock (t/ha)
Final SOC stock (t/ha)
Initial SOC stock total 
Final SOC stock total
SOC stock change (t)
Please answer the following question if you have edited or replaced the default data using other data sources:
Sources of  information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary document	
into the space provided on the PRAIS portal 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
 Qualitative assessment 
Interpretation of the indicator
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in organic carbon stock in soil as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers
Land cover class / Land conversion	
Area (km2)
Soil organic carbon stock change (t/ha)
Direct (choose one or more items)
Indirect (choose one or more items)
Comments
Hotspots/Brightspots
Indicate where in your country the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to soil organic carbon stock are located
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Area(sq km)
Comments
Complementary         information         
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary document	
into the space provided on the PRAIS portal	
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land  degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1           Proportion of land that is degraded over total land area (Sustainable Development Goal indicator 15.3.1)
Proportion of land that is degraded 
Indicate the total area of land that is degraded (in km2), and the proportion of degraded land relative to the total land area (defined as the total surface area of a country less the area covered by inland waters, like major rivers and lakes ), and the year.
Total area of 
degraded land
(Km2)
Proportion of         degraded land
Year
Method
Did you use the 3 sub-indicators (i.e. land cover, land productivity dynamics and soil organic carbon stock) to compute the proportion of land that is degraded?
 (i.e. land cover, land productivity dynamics and soil organic carbon stock) to compute the proportion of land that is degraded?
 
 
Did you apply the One Out, All Out principle to compute the proportion of land that is degraded?
If no, indicate the method used to assess the proportion of land that is degraded  
Level of confidence 
Indicate your country's level of confidence in the assessment of the proportion of land that is degraded:
Describe why the assessment has been given the level of confidence selected above: 
Complementary information
 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1           Voluntary targets
Land degradation neutrality targets
Has your country set any land degradation neutrality target(s)?
List any LDN target your country has set, and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national level, subnational level, specific targets). 
Target
Year
Level of application
Is your country planning to set any LDN target(s)?   
Other targets
List any other target relevant to strategic objective 1  that your country has set, and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national, subnational):
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 2: To improve the living conditions of affected populations 
SO2-1           Trends in population living below the relative poverty line and/or income inequality in affected areas
Relevant metric
Choose the metric relevant to your country:
Proportion of population below the international poverty line
Quantitative data
Estimates of the proportion of population below the international poverty line (percentage) The 'international poverty line' is currently set at USD 1.90 a day based on 2011 purchasing power parity.
 
Year
Proportion of population below the international poverty line 
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
Income inequality
  
Quantitative data
Estimate of income inequality (Gini index).
 
Year
Income inequality (Gini Index)
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
Qualitative assessment   
Interpretation of the indicator 
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in the indicator as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers. 
Change in the indicator
Driver(s)
Comments
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
Hotspots/brightspots
If disaggregated data (e.g. per administrative division, urban vs. rural, affected areas etc.) are available in your country, indicate where the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to this indicator are located.
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Comments
Complementary information  
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 2: To improve the living conditions of affected populations
SO2-2           Trends in access to safe drinking water in affected areas
Proportion of population using an improved drinking water source
Quantitative data
Estimates of the proportion of population using safely managed drinking water services.
Year
Urban
 (Percent)
Rural
 (Percent)
Total
(Percent)
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
Qualitative assessment  
Interpretation of the indicator 
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in the indicator as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers.
 
Change in the indicator
Driver(s)
Comments
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
Hotspots/brightspots
If disaggregated data (e.g. per administrative division, urban vs. rural, affected areas etc.) are available in your country, indicate where the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to this indicator are located.
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Comments
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 2: To improve the living conditions of affected populations
SO2           Voluntary targets
Targets
List any target relevant to strategic objective 2 that your country has set, and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national, subnational):
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 3: To mitigate, adapt to, and manage the effects of drought in order to enhance  resilience of vulnerable populations and ecosystems
SO3           Indicators 
Nationally relevant indicators 
Which indicators is your country using to measure progress towards strategic objective 3, related targets and/or specific expected impacts? 
Indicator
Qualitative assessment
Comments 
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal 
SO3           Voluntary targets 
Targets
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal. 
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal. 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 4: To generate global environmental benefits through effective implementation of the United nations Convention to Combat Desertification
SO4-1           Trends in carbon stocks above and below ground
Trends in carbon stock above and below ground is a multi-purpose indicator used to measure progress towards both strategic objectives 1 and 4. Quantitative data and a qualitative assessment of trends in this indicator are reported under strategic objective 1, progress indicator SO1-3.
SO4-2           Trends in abundance and distribution of selected species
Quantitative data
Red List Index of species survival
Year
Red List Index 
Sources of information
Provide the source of data
Qualitative assessment  
Interpretation of the indicator 
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in the indicator as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers:
Change in the indicator
Driver(s)
Comments
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
Hotspots/brightspots
If disaggregated data (e.g. by ecosystems, habitats, and other political and geographic divisions) are available in your country, indicate where the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to this indicator are located. 
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Comments
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 4: To generate global environmental benefits through effective implementation of the United nations Convention to Combat Desertification
SO4           Voluntary targets 
Targets
List any target relevant to strategic objective 4 that your country has set and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national, subnational). Which additional indicators is your country using to measure progress towards strategic objective 1, 2 and 3 and related targets?  
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Additional indicators for strategic objectives 1, 2 and 4
SO1,2 and 4           Additional indicators
Nationally relevant indicators
Which additional indicators is your country using to measure progress towards strategic objectives 1, 2 and 4 and related targets? 
Indicator
Relevant strategic objective or target
Qualitative assessment
Comments 
Complementary         information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal. 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial 
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective 
partnerships at global and national level
SO5-1           Trends in International Bilateral and Multilateral Official Development Assistance
Quantitative data
Total amount of bilateral official development assistance (ODA) committed for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention over the previous five years.
Data derived from information reported to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance Committee (DAC), based on the Rio marker classification for desertification; they can be amended as appropriate.  
Year
Total ODA committed for activities relevant to theimplementation of the         Convention
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Sources of
 
information
If you have used other global/regional data sources or national data, please provide the source of data. 
Qualitative assessment
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and the types of projects and/or regions or countries on which your country has focused to the greatest extent.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective 
partnerships at global and national level
 
SO5-2           Trends in domestic public resources
Qualitative assessment
Trends in amount of domestic desertification financing
Choose the option representing the trend in the total amount of financing relevant for implementation of the Convention committed at the national level during the five-year period from 2012 to 2016
 Trends in national-level financing for activities relevant         to the implementation of the Convention
Up
Û
Stable
ÙÚ
Down
Ü
Unknown
 ~
Sources of
information
 
Provide the source of trend information
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and the types of projects and/or regions on which national-level financing has focused to the greatest extent.
Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective
partnerships at global and national level
Qualitative assessment 
Trends in number of         co-financing partners
Choose the option representing the trend in the number of co-financing partners for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention between 2012 and 2016
.
 Number of co-financing partners for activities relevant         to the implementation of the Convention         
Up
Û
Stable
ÙÚ
Down
Ü
Unknown
 ~
Sources of
 
information
 
Provide the source of trend information.
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and the types of projects and/or regions or countries on which co-financing partners have focused to the greatest extent.
SO5-3           Trends in number of co-financing partners
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial 
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective 
partnerships at global and national level
SO5-4           Resources Mobilized from Innovative Sources of Finance, Including from the Private Sector
Qualitative assessment
 
 
Trends in resources mobilized from innovative sources of finance
Choose the option representing the trend in the resources mobilized from innovative sources of finance, including from the private sector, for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention for the four-year period between 2012 and 2016 
Amount of resources mobilized from innovative sources of finance, including from the private sector for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention
Up
Û
Stable
ÙÚ
Down
Ü
Unknown
 ~
Sources of
 
information
 
Provide the source of trend information. 
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and types of projects and/or regions or countries on which innovative sources of finance have focused to the greatest extent. 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Implementation Framework Financial and non-financial resources 
Increasing mobilization of financial and non-financial resources for the implementation of the Convention from international and domestic, public and private sources as well as from local communities, including non-traditional funding sources, and climate finance;
Increasing
mobilization of resources 
 
Would you like to share an experience on how your country has increased the mobilization of resources?
If yes, was this 
What sources were mobilized?
Narrative
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the mobilization of financial and  non-financial resources for the implementation of the Convention?
Narrative
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Financial and non-financial resources
Taking advantage of the opportunity of using land degradation neutrality as a framework to enhance the coherence, effectiveness and multiple benefits of investments. 
Using LDN as a framework to increase investment 
Would you like to share how your country has taken advantage of the LDN concept to enhance the coherence, effectiveness and multiple benefits of investments?  
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Financial and non-financial resources
Improving the use of existing and/or innovative financial processes and institutions (such as the Global Environment Facility (GEF) or other newer funds)
Improving existing and/or innovative financial processes and institutions 
Would you like to share an experience on how your country has improved the use of existing and/or innovative financial processes and institutions?
If yes, is your experience about using    
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the improvement of existing or innovative financial processes and institutions? 
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below. 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Implementation Framework
Policy and planning 
Developing, implementing, revising and regularly monitoring, as appropriate, national, subregional and regional action programmes and/or plans as effective tools for UNCCD implementation
Action Programmes
Would you like to share an experience on how your country/subregion/region/institution has developed or helped develop, implement, revise or regularly monitor action programmes?
If yes, at which level has this happened or is it happening 
Is your experience about
Narrative
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.
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Implementation framework 
Policy and planning 
Establishing policies and enabling environments for promoting and implementing solutions to combat desertification/land degradation and mitigate the effects of drought including prevention, relief and recovery
Establishing policies
Would you like to share an experience on how your country institution has established or helped establishing policies and enabling environments to promote and/or implement solutions to combat desertification/land degradation and mitigate the effects of drought?
If yes, have those policies and enabling environments aimed at
Is your experience about
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.  
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in establishing policies and enabling environments for promoting and implementing solutions to combat desertification/land degradation and mitigate the effects of drought including prevention, relief and recovery?
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Policy and planning 
Leveraging synergies and integrating DLDD into national plans related to the multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs), in particular the other Rio conventions and other international commitments, as appropriate, within their respective mandates, optimizing efficacy and eliminating duplication of efforts. 
Synergies
Would you like to share an experience on how your country has leveraged synergies and integrated DLDD into national plans related to other MEAs, in particular the other Rio conventions and other international commitments? 
If yes, the actions have aimed at: 
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.  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Implementation framework 
Policy and planning
Mainstreaming DLDD as appropriate into economic, environmental and social policies, with a view to increasing the impact and effectiveness of the implementation of the Convention
Mainstreaming DLDD 
Would you like to share an experience on how your country is mainstreaming DLDD in economic, environmental and social policies, with a view to increasing the impact and effectiveness of the implementation of the Convention
If yes, DLDD was mainstreamed into: 
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation Framework Policy and planning 
Establishing national policies, measure and governance for drought preparedness and	
management including drought contingency plans according to the mandate of the	
Convention.
National policies
Would you like to share an experience on how your country established/is establishing national	policies, measures and governance for drought preparedness and management including drought contingency plans?
1. If yes, does your country have a drought contingency plan?
2. If yes, is your country establishing :
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in establishing policies, measures and governance for drought preparedness and management, including drought contingency plans in accordance with the mandate of the Convention?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
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Implementation framework 
Action on the Ground
Implementing sustainable land management practices
SLM practices
Would like to share experiences on how your country is implementing sustainable land management (SLM) practices to address DLDD?
If yes, what types of SLM practices are being implemented?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the implementation of SLM practices?
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
 
 SLM practices are being implemented?
Click here to enter text.
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Implementation framework
Implementing restoration and rehabilitation practices in order to assist with the recovery of ecosystem functions and services
Restoration and rehabilitation 
Would like to share experiences on how your country is involved in restoration and rehabilitation practices in order to assist with the recovery of ecosystem functions and services?
If yes, what types of practices are being implemented?
At what level does your country implement the restoration and rehabilitation practices?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the restoration and rehabilitation practices in order to assist with the recovery of ecosystem functions and services?
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Action on the Ground
Developing and operationalizing drought risk management, monitoring and early warning systems and safety net programmes
Drought risk management and Early warning systems
Would you like to share experience on how your country is developing drought risk management, and monitoring early warning systems and safety-net programmes to address DLDD?
1-	If yes, would like to share experiences on?
Descripción
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in developing drought risk management, and monitoring early warning systems and safety-net programmes to address DLDD?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
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Implementation framework 
Action on the Ground
Promoting alternative livelihoods
Alternative livelihoods
Does your country promote alternative livelihoods practice in the context of DLDD? 
1.         If yes, could you list some practices implemented at your country level to promote alternative livelihoods? 
2.   Would you like to share experiences in engaging women and youth in promoting alternative livelihoods? 
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
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Implementation framework
Establishing systems for sharing information and knowledge and facilitating networking on best practices and approaches to drought management
Establishing Knowledge sharing systems 
Has your country established systems for sharing information and knowledge and facilitating networking on best practices and approaches to drought management?
If yes, would you like to share/list the established systems available in your country for sharing information and knowledge and facilitating networking on best practices and approaches to drought management?
Would you like to share experiences on programmes/activities that promote women's access to knowledge and technology?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant  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	CP-LA-d15: 
	Button13: 
	CP-DM-a00: 
	CP-DM-b00: 
	CP-DM-c00: 
	CP-DM-d00: 
	CP-DM-a01: 
	CP-DM-b01: 
	CP-DM-c01: 
	CP-DM-d01: 
	CP-DM-a02: 
	CP-DM-b02: 
	CP-DM-c02: 
	CP-DM-d02: 
	CP-DM-a03: 
	CP-DM-b03: 
	CP-DM-c03: 
	CP-DM-d03: 
	CP-DM-a04: 1872797.00
	CP-DM-b04: 3104074.00
	CP-DM-c04: 4976871.00
	CP-DM-d04: 
	CP-DM-a05: 1934235.00
	CP-DM-b05: 3160265.00
	CP-DM-c05: 5094500.00
	CP-DM-d05: 
	CP-DM-a06: 1999707.00
	CP-DM-b06: 3217183.00
	CP-DM-c06: 5216890.00
	CP-DM-d06: 
	CP-DM-a07: 2069160.00
	CP-DM-b07: 3274040.00
	CP-DM-c07: 5343200.00
	CP-DM-d07: 
	CP-DM-a08: 2142918.00
	CP-DM-b08: 3330612.00
	CP-DM-c08: 5473530.00
	CP-DM-d08: 
	CP-DM-a09: 2221331.00
	CP-DM-b09: 3386599.00
	CP-DM-c09: 5607930.00
	CP-DM-d09: 
	CP-DM-a10: 2304955.00
	CP-DM-b10: 3441845.00
	CP-DM-c10: 5746800.00
	CP-DM-d10: 
	CP-DM-a11: 2394041.00
	CP-DM-b11: 3496039.00
	CP-DM-c11: 5890080.00
	CP-DM-d11: 
	CP-DM-a12: 2489123.00
	CP-DM-b12: 3548537.00
	CP-DM-c12: 6037660.00
	CP-DM-d12: 
	CP-DM-a13: 2590952.00
	CP-DM-b13: 3599328.00
	CP-DM-c13: 6190280.00
	CP-DM-d13: 
	CP-DM-a14: 2700253.00
	CP-DM-b14: 3648097.00
	CP-DM-c14: 6348350.00
	CP-DM-d14: 
	CP-DM-a15: 2906478.00
	CP-DM-b15: 4185635.00
	CP-DM-c15: 7092113.00
	CP-DM-d15: 
	Button15: 
	SO-1: 
	SO1-1-QD: Land Degradation Neutrality Target Setting Programme
	SO-1-1-a: 19474.00
	SO-1-1-b: 1516.00
	SO-1-1-c: 48108.00
	SO-1-1-d: 2554.00
	SO-1-1-e: 133.00
	SO-1-1-f: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a01: 19342.00
	SO-1-1-b01: 1522.00
	SO-1-1-c01: 48217.00
	SO-1-1-d01: 2557.00
	SO-1-1-e01: 151.00
	SO-1-1-f01: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a02: 19269.00
	SO-1-1-b02: 1519.00
	SO-1-1-c02: 48281.00
	SO-1-1-d02: 2556.00
	SO-1-1-e02: 165.00
	SO-1-1-f02: 50.00
	SO-1-1-a03: 19339.00
	SO-1-1-b03: 1489.00
	SO-1-1-c03: 48229.00
	SO-1-1-d03: 2559.00
	SO-1-1-e03: 177.00
	SO-1-1-f03: 50.00
	SO-1-1-a04: 19384.00
	SO-1-1-b04: 1478.00
	SO-1-1-c04: 48186.00
	SO-1-1-d04: 2559.00
	SO-1-1-e04: 186.00
	SO-1-1-f04: 50.00
	SO-1-1-a05: 19386.00
	SO-1-1-b05: 1471.00
	SO-1-1-c05: 48179.00
	SO-1-1-d05: 2559.00
	SO-1-1-e05: 197.00
	SO-1-1-f05: 50.00
	SO-1-1-a06: 19413.00
	SO-1-1-b06: 1464.00
	SO-1-1-c06: 48143.00
	SO-1-1-d06: 2563.00
	SO-1-1-e06: 211.00
	SO-1-1-f06: 50.00
	SO-1-1-a07: 19410.00
	SO-1-1-b07: 1456.00
	SO-1-1-c07: 48141.00
	SO-1-1-d07: 2580.00
	SO-1-1-e07: 219.00
	SO-1-1-f07: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a08: 19388.00
	SO-1-1-b08: 1454.00
	SO-1-1-c08: 48153.00
	SO-1-1-d08: 2586.00
	SO-1-1-e08: 227.00
	SO-1-1-f08: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a09: 19379.00
	SO-1-1-b09: 1449.00
	SO-1-1-c09: 48155.00
	SO-1-1-d09: 2590.00
	SO-1-1-e09: 235.00
	SO-1-1-f09: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a1: 19289.00
	SO-1-1-b1: 1449.00
	SO-1-1-c1: 48231.00
	SO-1-1-d1: 2589.00
	SO-1-1-e1: 240.00
	SO-1-1-f1: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a11: 19275.00
	SO-1-1-b11: 1446.00
	SO-1-1-c11: 48252.00
	SO-1-1-d11: 2590.00
	SO-1-1-e11: 245.00
	SO-1-1-f11: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a12: 19267.00
	SO-1-1-b12: 1444.00
	SO-1-1-c12: 48256.00
	SO-1-1-d12: 2590.00
	SO-1-1-e12: 250.00
	SO-1-1-f12: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a13: 19276.00
	SO-1-1-b13: 1441.00
	SO-1-1-c13: 48242.00
	SO-1-1-d13: 2590.00
	SO-1-1-e13: 258.00
	SO-1-1-f13: 49.00
	SO-1-1-a14: 19271.00
	SO-1-1-b14: 1435.00
	SO-1-1-c14: 48241.00
	SO-1-1-d14: 2598.00
	SO-1-1-e14: 266.00
	SO-1-1-f14: 46.00
	SO-1-1-a15: 19270.00
	SO-1-1-b15: 1435.00
	SO-1-1-c15: 48236.00
	SO-1-1-d15: 2598.00
	SO-1-1-e15: 272.00
	SO-1-1-f15: 46.00
	SO-1-1-a2: -204.00
	SO-1-1-b2: -81.00
	SO-1-1-c2: 128.00
	SO-1-1-d2: 44.00
	SO-1-1-e2: 139.00
	SO-1-1-f2: -3.00
	SO-1-1-g11: 18369.00
	SO-1-1-g12: 25.00
	SO-1-1-g13: 771.00
	SO-1-1-g14: 10.00
	SO-1-1-g15: 28.00
	SO-1-1-g16: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g21: 59.00
	SO-1-1-g22: 1405.00
	SO-1-1-g23: 1.00
	SO-1-1-g24: 5.00
	SO-1-1-g25: 46.00
	SO-1-1-g26: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g31: 561.00
	SO-1-1-g32: 1.00
	SO-1-1-g33: 47454.00
	SO-1-1-g34: 42.00
	SO-1-1-g35: 51.00
	SO-1-1-g36: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g41: 11.00
	SO-1-1-g42: 2.00
	SO-1-1-g43: 8.00
	SO-1-1-g44: 2519.00
	SO-1-1-g45: 13.00
	SO-1-1-g46: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g51: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g52: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g53: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g54: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g55: 134.00
	SO-1-1-g56: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g61: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g62: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g63: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g64: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g65: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g66: 45.00
	Button9: 
	SO-1-1-h: UNCCD Default Data 2000-2015
	SO-1-1h: Wetland
	SO-1-1h1: Artificial surfaces
	SO-1-1h2: 13.00000000
	SO-1-1h3a: 
	SO-1-1h3b: 
	SO-1-1h4a: 
	SO-1-1h4b: 
	SO-1-1h5: Wetland drainage
	SO-1-1h6: 
	Button8: 
	Button10: 
	SO-1-1-i: Hotspot
	SO-1-1-i1: Western Area Rural
	SO-1-1-i2: 0.00282
	SO-1-1-i3: 
	Button11: 
	Button12: 
	SO-1-1-ia: 
	SO1-2-QD: Land Degradation Neutrality Target Setting Programme
	SO-1-1-y: (2000-2013)
	SO-1-2-a: 163.00
	SO-1-2-a1: 573.00
	SO-1-2-a2: 1775.00
	SO-1-2-a3: 8415.00
	SO-1-2-a4: 7572.00
	SO-1-2-a5: 141.00
	SO-1-2-b: 15.00
	SO-1-2-b1: 57.00
	SO-1-2-b2: 169.00
	SO-1-2-b3: 563.00
	SO-1-2-b4: 551.00
	SO-1-2-b5: 50.00
	SO-1-2-c: 53.00
	SO-1-2-c1: 1364.00
	SO-1-2-c2: 7384.00
	SO-1-2-c3: 26026.00
	SO-1-2-c4: 12490.00
	SO-1-2-c5: 137.00
	SO-1-2-d: 40.00
	SO-1-2-d1: 56.00
	SO-1-2-d2: 106.00
	SO-1-2-d3: 760.00
	SO-1-2-d4: 1176.00
	SO-1-2-d5: 381.00
	SO-1-2-e: 27.00
	SO-1-2-e1: 15.00
	SO-1-2-e2: 29.00
	SO-1-2-e3: 24.00
	SO-1-2-e4: 16.00
	SO-1-2-e5: 23.00
	SO-1-2-f: 7.00
	SO-1-2-f1: 1.00
	SO-1-2-f2: 3.00
	SO-1-2-f3: 29.00
	SO-1-2-f4: 1.00
	SO-1-2-f5: 4.00
	SO-1-2-y: (2000-2013)
	SO-1-2-g: Cropland
	SO-1-2-g1: Wetland
	SO-1-2-TOT6: 42.00
	SO-1-2-g2: 0.00
	SO-1-2-g3: 0.00
	SO-1-2-g4: 2.00
	SO-1-2-g5: 5.00
	SO-1-2-g6: 24.00
	Button18: 
	CellOtherMetrics: 
	Sourcesofinfo: UNCCD Default Data 2000-2015
	SO-1-2-h: Crop Land to Wetland
	SO-1-2-h1: 24
	SO-1-2-h2: Declining
	SO-1-2-h3a: 
	SO-1-2-h3b: 
	SO-1-2-h4a: 
	SO-1-2-h4b: 
	SO-1-2-h5: Inundation
	Button19: 
	SO-1-2-i: Hotspot
	SO-1-2-i1: Western area Rural
	SO-1-2-i2: 
	SO-1-2-i3: (0.00623 sq km)
	Button20: 
	Sourcesofinfo2: 
	SO1-3-QD: Land Degradation Neutrality Target Setting Programme
	SO-1-3-a: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e: 73.30
	SO-1-3-f: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a01: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b01: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c01: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d01: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e01: 73.30
	SO-1-3-f01: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a02: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b02: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c02: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d02: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e02: 73.30
	SO-1-3-f02: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a03: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b03: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c03: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d03: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e03: 73.30
	SO-1-3-f03: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a04: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b04: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c04: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d04: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e04: 73.00
	SO-1-3-f04: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a05: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b05: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c05: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d05: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e05: 72.80
	SO-1-3-f05: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a06: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b06: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c06: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d06: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e06: 72.70
	SO-1-3-f06: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a07: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b07: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c07: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d07: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e07: 72.50
	SO-1-3-f07: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a08: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b08: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c08: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d08: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e08: 72.40
	SO-1-3-f08: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a09: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b09: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c09: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d09: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e09: 72.20
	SO-1-3-f09: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a10: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b10: 78.00
	SO-1-3-c10: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d10: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e10: 72.10
	SO-1-3-f10: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a11: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b11: 77.90
	SO-1-3-c11: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d11: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e11: 71.90
	SO-1-3-f11: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a12: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b12: 77.90
	SO-1-3-c12: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d12: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e12: 71.70
	SO-1-3-f12: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a13: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b13: 77.90
	SO-1-3-c13: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d13: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e13: 71.60
	SO-1-3-f13: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a14: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b14: 77.90
	SO-1-3-c14: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d14: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e14: 71.40
	SO-1-3-f14: 0.00
	SO-1-3-a15: 84.00
	SO-1-3-b15: 77.90
	SO-1-3-c15: 74.40
	SO-1-3-d15: 94.30
	SO-1-3-e15: 71.20
	SO-1-3-f15: 0.00
	year-00-15: (2000 - 2015)
	SO-1-3-g: Cropland
	SO-1-3-g1: Wetland
	SO-1-3-g2: 42.00
	SO-1-3-g3: 86.50
	SO-1-3-g4: 114.30
	SO-1-3-g5: 365094.00
	SO-1-3-g6: 482562.00
	SO-1-3-LOS: 
	Button21: 
	Sourcesofinfo5: 
	SO-1-3-h: Cropland/ Wetlands
	SO-1-3-h1: 42
	SO-1-3-h2: 117.50
	SO-1-3-h3a: 
	SO-1-3-h3b: 
	SO-1-3-h4a: 
	SO-1-3-h4b: 
	SO-1-3-h5: Inundation
	SO-1-3-i: Hotspot
	SO-1-3-i1: Western Area Rural
	SO-1-3-i2: 
	SO-1-3-i3: 0.00656
	Sourcesofinfo3: 
	SO-1-aa: 12828.00
	SO-1-a: 17.90000000
	SO-1-a1: 2000-2015
	: 
	Button22: 
	Sourcesofinfo4: 
	Button23: 
	Sourcesofinfo5a: Based largely on default data 2000-2015. A national assessment will need to be undertaken to cross-validate these information.
	Button24: 
	Sourcesofinfo6: 
	SO-1-h: Improve the productivity of 1,864 sq.km of land area covered by shrubs, grasslands and sparse vegetation through controlled grazing, avoiding overgrazing, and adopting wild bush fire management practices.
	SO-1-h1: 2030
	SO-1-h2a: National level
	SO-1-h2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Button25: 
	SO-1-j: Take urgent and significant action to reduce the degradation of natural habitats, halt the loss of biodiversity and, by 2020, protect and prevent the extinction of threatened species
	SO-1-j1: 2030.00000000
	SO-1-j2b: Please indicate area concerned
	SO-1-j2a: 
	Sourcesofinfo7: The targets set in addition to those for LDN are the SDGs.
	CurrentSheet: 13.00000000
	SheetCount: 41.00000000
	SO-2-1-b: 2011.00000000
	SO-2-1-b1: 52.90
	Button26: 
	Sourcesofinfo8: United Nations Statistics Division
	SO-2-1-c: 
	SO-2-1-c1: 0
	Sourcesofinfo9: 
	SO-2-1-d: Increasing proportion of population below the international poverty line
	SO-2-1-d1a: 
	SO-2-1-d1b: 
	SO-2-1-d2a: 
	SO-2-1-d2b: 
	SO-2-1-d3: 
	Button27: 
	SO-2-1-e: Hotspot
	SO-2-1-e1: Pujehun
	SO-2-1-e2: Highly food insecure (18.8%)
	Button28: 
	Sourcesofinfo10: 
	SO-2-2-a: 2013.00000000
	SO-2-2-a1: 88.30
	SO-2-2-a2: 46.50
	SO-2-2-a3: 59.50
	Button29: 
	Sourcesofinfo11: Multiple Cluster Indicator Survey and Sierra Leone Demographic Health Survey 
	SO-2-2-b: Increasing proportion of total population using safely managed drinking water services
	SO-2-2-b1a: 
	SO-2-2-b1b: 
	SO-2-2-b2a: 
	SO-2-2-b2b: 
	SO-2-2-b3: 
	SO-2-2-c: Brightspot
	SO-2-2-c1: Kenema
	SO-2-2-c2: Low water stress due to increasing number of water points and high precipitation
	Button30: 
	Sourcesofinfo11a: 
	SO-2-a: Introduce measures to prevent the introduction and significantly reducethe impact of invasive alien species on land and water ecosystems andcontrol or eradicate the priority species
	SO-2-a1: 2030.00000000
	SO-2-a2a: 
	SO-2-a2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Button31: 
	Sourcesofinfo12: The targets relate to Sierra Leone's vision to become a middle income country by 2035 (enshrined in the Agenda for Prosperity) as well as for achieving the SDGs.
	SO-3-a: Proportion of degraded land restored, reclaimed, or rehabilitated
	SO-3-a1: Increase
	SO-3-a2: Progress being made through action programmes being implemented
	Button32: 
	Sourcesofinfo13: 
	SO-3-b: 
	SO-3-b1: 
	SO-3-b2a: 
	SO-3-b2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Button33: 
	Sourcesofinfo14: 
	SO-4-2-a: 2016.00000000
	SO-4-2-a1: Schistolais leucopogon (white-chinned Prinia)
	Button34: 
	Sourcesofinfo15: IUCN Red List
	SO-4-2-b: Upward trend in the Red List Index
	SO-4-2-b1a: 
	SO-4-2-b1b: 
	SO-4-2-b2a: 
	SO-4-2-b2b: 
	SO-4-2-b3: Biodiversity loss is attributed mostly to deforestation and forest degradation that is driven by livelihood stress (NBSAP 2017).
	SO-4-2-c: Hotspot
	SO-4-2-c1: 
	SO-4-2-c2: 
	Button35: 
	Sourcesofinfo15a: 
	SO-4-a: By 2023, implement land reclamation and rehabilitation programmes in the dredged mined-out areas degraded by Sierra Rutile mining Company
	SO-4-a1: 
	SO-4-a2a: 
	SO-4-a2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Sourcesofinfo16: The only voluntary targets that have been set for this purpose (and with global environmental benefits) are those for achieving land degradation neutrality by 2035 (outlined above).
	SO-1-2-4-a: Systems in place to track and make public allocations for gender equality and women‟s empowerment
	SO-1-2-4-a1a: 
	SO-1-2-4-a1b: 
	SO-1-2-4-a2b: 
	SO-1-2-4-a2a: Unknown 
	SO-1-2-4-a3: Baseline (end of 2015)- 8%
	Sourcesofinfo17: 
	SO-5-1-a: N/A for Sierra Leone
	SO-5-1-a1: N/A for Sierra Leone
	SO-5-1-a2: N/A for Sierra Leone
	SO-5-1-a3: N/A for Sierra Leone
	SO-5-1-a4: N/A for Sierra Leone
	Sourcesofinfo18: 
	Sourcesofinfo19: 
	Sourcesofinfo20: UNDP Sierra Leone and GEF project database
	Sourcesofinfo21: 
	Sourcesofinfo22: GEF project database
	Sourcesofinfo23: 
	Sourcesofinfo24: GEF project database
	Sourcesofinfo25: 
	P23-d: 
	Sourcesofinfo26: Financial and non-financial resources (including capacity building, technology transfer, support for policy change) have been mobilised from various public, private, community-based and international sources. Global Environment Facility (GEF) has provided financial support towards the implementation of various sustainable land management projects across the country; in-kind contributions have been made towards these efforts by communities and some private sector agencies (donating equipment etc); UNCCD has provided support for various policy planning and implementation efforts including the development of a National Action Plan, setting of LDN targets, and the current reporting exercise; and UNDP has contributed to building the capacity of key actors and supporting policy formulation and implementation processes (such as the design and implementation of the National Land Policy, Disaster Management Policy, and Disaster Preparedness and Response Action Plan)
	Sourcesofinfo27: 
	Sourcesofinfo28: The 2018 UNCCD national reporting process incorporated activities undertaken under the recently concluded LDN process and will facilitate the review and alignment of new knowledge to the NAP. Experiences from the LDN TSP process provided a thrust towards cohesive and integrated planning, programming and implementation, which are useful for effective monitoring and control of land degradation related programmes and projects. Thus, the LDN concept forms the basis of greater integration of existing programmes and activities not only at the national level, but a more coordinated approach at the local level. Aligning this report to the NAP and LDN process will enable prioritization and formulation of national programmes in synchronization with plans for achieving SDG target 15.3. Therefore, while the 2018 process provides a platform for reporting on progress on the implementation of UNCCD at country level, the LDN concept helps strengthen existing capacities at the subnational level and ensure a response on the feasibility of reporting on different land-based indicators at a national scale.
	Sourcesofinfo29: Projects funded by GEF (for improved cookstoves, sustainable land management, water resources management, coastal resilience and adaptation, improved charcoal production technologies etc) have been implemented over the years with partners such as UNDP, ICRAF, Environment Protection Agency, Water Resources Ministry, Meteorological Agency, CSOs, and research institutions. Other funds (like the SDG fund, climate finance provided by UNEP, GEF Small Grant etc) have also been utilized. Existing financial resources such as support provided by UNCCD for the LDN TSP, drought management planning, and 2017-18 reporting, have been utilised. Future opportunities such as the UNCCD TPP are also being explored.
	Sourcesofinfo29a: 
	P26-c: 
	P26-d: 
	P26-f: 
	Sourcesofinfo30: Action programmes have been designed and delivered at the national level for various purposes. Some examples include: a project to build adaptive capacity of water supply services to climate change, which sought to enhance capacity for climate resilient decision-making in the water sector through policy reforms, technical capacity development activities, and informed public and private sector dialogues; a project on energy efficient production and utilisation of charcoal through innovative technologies that brought economic, social and environmental benefits through the production of charcoal from sustainably sourced feedstock, as well as promotion of improved cookstoves to reduce fuel wood demand, improve health and reduce greenhouse gas emissions; an intervention to strengthen livelihoods for vulnerable youth by addressing challenges related to poor governance of natural resources; a sustainable land management project to create sustainable capacity and ownership to mitigate land degradation and thus, meet the country’s obligations under the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification. 
	P27-d: One policy action to promote and/or implement solutions to combat land degradation is the National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) developed in 1993. Generally, NEAP seeks to establish and/or strengthen environmental protection standards, monitor changes in and publish relevant data on environmental quality and resources use; promote environmental management through the creation of administrative and infrastructure support with appropriate financial backing; and facilitate cooperation with other countries and agencies to achieve optimal use of trans-boundary natural resources and effective prevention or abatement of trans-boundary environmental protection. Following NEAP is the national land policy framework, which seeks to provide the vision, principles, and policy components to give direction to and definition of roles and responsibilities of various governmental and non-governmental actors in land management across the country. These and other policy actions are geared towards understanding natural resource management problems and recommended policies and strategies to address them. They seek to combat desertification by improving the living standards of the rural poor and creating environmental awareness amongst them. 
	Sourcesofinfo31: 
	Sourcesofinfo32: 
	Sourcesofinfo32a: 
	Sourcesofinfo33: 
	Sourcesofinfo34: Various efforts have been made to leverage synergies with other strategies and projects to address land degradation. Examples include an EU-supported effort to harmonise all legislations and regulatory frameworks in environmental management; the delivery of the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper to mainstream environmental issues into national development programmes; a land use planning project implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Food Security (MAFFS) to improve food security and reduce poverty by providing critical information on land and water resources needed to formulate better land use plans and policies; UNDP’s support to the establishment of a disaster management department to implement the Sendai Framework; UNDP’s support to the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) for the establishment of the National Secretariat for Climate Change (NSCC) and the implementation of UNFCCC-related projects and plans etc. All of these institutional arrangements, projects, and plans have aimed at improving land management practices while building synergy for the joint implementation of MEAs.
	Sourcesofinfo27a: 
	Sourcesofinfo35: SLM is being mainstreamed into national policies, laws, regulations, environmental curricula and budgets, and community engagement activities. A mainstreaming strategy (and action plan) was produced in 2012 after three successive country-wide consultation and validation workshops organised by an SLM project funded by UNDP and implemented by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA). One application of the mainstreaming strategy is the modification of the curriculum of Njala University to incorporate SLM-related courses.
	Sourcesofinfo36: Policies and action plans have been developed to address environmental change, including  risks of drought and other conditions. Examples include the national land policy, the disaster management policy, the national disaster preparedness and response plan, national climate change strategy and action plan, national action plan (for addressing land degradation and related conditions), and a drought management plan that is being developed by a consultant.
	Sourcesofinfo37: 
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	Sourcesofinfo39: 
	Sourcesofinfo40: Community-based forest management, agroforestry and community woodlots, bushfire control, mangrove afforestation, rehabilitation of mined-out areas, fuelwood projects for youth empowerment, improved cook stoves and biomass production,  livestock production and rangeland management, climate-smart agriculture (including inland valley swamp cultivation, bee keeping, fish farming etc), agri-silviculture etc
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	Sourcesofinfo40a: 
	Sourcesofinfo41: 
	P32a-b: 
	P32a-c: There is a project (implemented by UNDP and the Sierra Leone Meteorological Agency) on strengthening climate information and early warning systems for adaptation and climate-resilient development, which aims to improve the management of climate-related hazards by building a hydro-meteorological monitoring network, and strengthening human capacity and forecast supporting facility. The project is currently working on establishing community based EWS pilot sites to test its effectiveness at various scales.
	P32a-d: 
	P32a-f: 
	Sourcesofinfo42: Sustainable biomass resource production and utilisation, sustainable biomass energy technologies, inland valley swamp cultivation, agroforestry and community woodlots, community-based forest management, community based fire management, community charging stations, financial credit (microcredit) including Village Savings and Loans
	Button24a: 
	Sourcesofinfo42a: Women’s and youth participation, representation, and access to resources and benefits are a key focus of SLM projects in the country. For instance, through an GEF-funded SLM initiative implemented with UNDP and ICRAF, women and youth benefited from improved access to household energy through clean cooking stoves, advanced biomass cook stoves, and bio-digesters. The livelihood activities empowered women and youth by promoting consultative planning for decision-making, improving capabilities through their participation as producers and consumers in pilots, and increasing income generation to enhance their influence in decision-making as well as control over natural resources. 
	Sourcesofinfo43: 
	Sourcesofinfo44: There is a Knowledge Management Network (KMN) comprising all institutions and projects in the sector, which conducts annual reviews to improve the SLM knowledge base, and organises awareness raising campaigns for school children and communities. Additionally, the NFP is working on an Environmental Information System (EIS) that will enhance the collation and distribution of information on a regular basis.
	Sourcesofinfo45: An example is the GEF-funded project entitled "Energy efficient production and utilization of charcoal through innovative technologies and private sector involvement", which gave women access to new knowledge (such as for producing charcoal from sustainably sourced feedstock) and technologies (such as improved cookstoves to reduce fuelwood demand, improve health, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.



